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Why Wikipedia (and sister projects) and 
Libraries? 
• *   Mission of libraries and Wikimedia are natural matches.
• * Libraries are spaces and places for citizen engagement, 

preservation of cultural heritage and the sharing of open 
information, along with the traditional role of maintaining 
collections of print and digital media,

• *  while Wikipedia's mission is to empower and engage people 
to collaboratively collect and develop open education content 
and share it.



“Libraries and Wikipedia both aim to bring 
knowledge to a wider audience, to create 
spaces where people can safely learn and 
find the resources they need” (Lubbock, 
2018)



If Wikipedia is a virtual (online) door to 
knowledge, while libraries have been a real 
door (offline), the two communities should 
work together to provide new levels of 
access to information to humanity. It is a 
powerful tool for public libraries, especially 
in parts of the world where access to other 
resources is cost-prohibitive.



Think about this.    How many patrons have 
you assisted in the last three months? 

Wikimedia has served

• 30.6 billion average per month
• 1 billion average per day
• 11 574 per second



Wikipedia and Libraries 
● supplements library resources with timely,

useful information;
● acts as a tool for librarians answering reference
questions;
● provides a pathway to primary and secondary
sources and citations;
● helps patrons perform research;
● provides a vital platform for recording local
knowledge, in local languages, not typically
supported by the larger research and publishing
industry



10 REASONS TO ENGAGE WITH WIKIPEDIA  
(IFLA)   (1/2)
• Improves democratic access to reliable information
• Supplementary information resource including within 

library catalogues
• It is a means of teaching digital literacy
• Editing Wikipedia can advance discussion - so an 

education in information literacy
• A way of helping people get more engaged in a subject



10 REASONS TO ENGAGE WITH WIKIPEDIA 
(IFLA) 2/2
• Tool for engaging local communities
• Way of decolonising the internet
• A place to share public domain materials
• A way of advancing open linked data through a 

project called WikiData
• It’s a place to talk about your library and its 

collections.



Why Librarians should engage with Wikipedia 
According to ChatGPT

* Promoting Accuracy and Reliability
* Closing Information Gaps
* Enhancing Accessibility
* Sharing Specialized Knowledge
* Supporting Open Access to Information



Why Librarians should engage with Wikipedia 
According to ChatGPT

* Teaching Information Literacy
* Professional Development
* Collaboration and Networking
* Advocating for Information Quality
* Supporting the Public Good



In summary, librarians editing Wikipedia aligns 
with their professional values, expertise, and 
commitment to open access to information. It 
can have a positive impact on the quality and 
breadth of information available on the platform, 
benefiting both the librarian community and the 
general public.



WIKIPEDIA  - SOME OF THE 
ISSUES/PROBLEMS  

Like the thinking:
• That is is a one-stop shop for all information needs
• That anyone can edit and add content and that vandals 

deliberately change entries
BUT

• there is a western bias
• there is a gender gap
• Not all knowledges are represented.



BUT THESE LEAD TO OPPORTUNITIES

So there is an opportunity for Innovation, reinvention; using Wikipedia as 
a tool for knowledge diffusion and the decolonisation of the internet 

• Africanisation
• Adding content about Africa and Africans, written by Africans, in the 

languages of Africans

• For Librarians
• add local content (National)
• to add content in our official languages (not just English) either by 

writing in the languages or translating
• adding local content to the sister projects
• redirecting traffic to their own sites & collections



UNDERSTANDING WIKIPEDIA 

We need to be familiar with the resource: 

• know how Wikipedia collects, formats and disseminated information     
• to understand the components of Wikipedia article
• to know about the policies and guidelines around the content and 

sources for Wikipedia articles  : The notable topic, neutral point of 
view, no original research, references to solid, reliable, primary & 
secondary sources and links to other Wikipedia articles



WIKIPEDIA’S FIVE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
(agreed best practice)
• Wikipedia is an encyclopaedia 
• Written from a neutral point of view 
• Free content that anyone can use, edit or distribute 
• Editors are supposed to treat each other with respect 

and civility. 
• No firm rules, but guidelines and policies may change 

over time. 



• Wikipedia is really all about community
• The culture of the Wikipedia community is the most 

important and difficult thing to learn. It takes a long 
time for everyone. Don’t be afraid to make mistakes 
but always learn from them.

• Disagreements happen, what is important is how we 
settle disagreements. That’s where the culture helps 
us!



ANATOMY OF A WIKIPEDIA ENTRY 















SO WHO CAN CONTRIBUTE TO WIKIPEDIA 
AND SISTER PROJECTS? 



WIKILOVESAFRICA 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Wiki_Loves_Africa_2024

Wiki Loves Africa (WLA) is an annual contest where anyone across Africa can 
contribute media that is relevant to their experience to Wikimedia Commons 
for use on Wikipedia and other project websites of the Wikimedia 
Foundation. Runs from March - April.  Theme:  Africa Creates



WOMEN IN RED WIKIPROJECT



https://sadilar.org/en/swip/







Wiki Loves South African Libraries Campaign

Is your library on Wikipedia?  
There is inadequate content about the various types of 
Libraries in South Africa on Wikipedia and the existing list of 
Libraries in South  Africa does not reflect all the public, 
academic, national, private, research libraries in South Africa. 
Very few South African libraries have articles on Wikipedia or 
are mentioned in articles about their towns or villages.
Information at: 
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Loves_South_African_Li
braries_Campaign



#1LIB1REF CAMPAIGN



HOW TO PARTICIPATE

● Create a Wikipedia Account
● Find an article that needs a citation   OR  Find an article 

with sourcing problems  OR   Select an article while 
browsing

● Find a reliable source that can support that article.  That 
source can come from your collection.   (Remember what 
was said about reliable sources) 

● Add a citation using Wikipedia Style.
● Add the project hashtag #1Lib1Ref AND the hashtag for 

in the Wikipedia Edit Summary   
● Share your edit on Social Media.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:WP:RS


ARTICLE THAT SHOUTS “I NEED WORK”



CITATION HUNT TOOL 
https://citationhunt.toolforge.org/en?id=fc94ca50





FIND AN ARTICLE WITH SOURCING 
PROBLEMS



SELECT AN ARTICLE WHILE BROWSING OR 
ADD AN EXTERNAL LINK OR FURTHER 
READING







SOME FURTHER READING  
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